
Open Membership 
 
Earlier this year a sub-committee was set up to review the Club’s current status as a single sex club. 
The review was prompted by a range of factors: 
 

 National media coverage of the single sex status of Open Championship venues 

 A request from some members to consider our single sex status in the light of such coverage 

 As part of a wider strategic review of Club assets and requirements. 
 
The sub-committee brief was as follows: 
 

 Review the current status as a single sex club and the background to it 

 Understand from other clubs (including other single sex clubs) how they have approached 
this subject 

 Consider what options may be available 

 Consider any commercial or other implications of any change in status 

 Produce a discussion paper for consideration by the membership during a consultation 
phase. 

 
The findings of the sub-committee are summarised below and intended to be a factual 
representation of the sub-committee’s understanding of all of the points above. The intention of this 
document is to spark discussion and debate among our members and to seek feedback during the 
consultation period. The intended timelines for consultation and next steps are as follows: 
 
17 Nov 17 – discussion paper published and consultation period begins 
20 Nov 17 – dedicated mailbox opens. Members are encouraged to use this to provide formal and 
         hopefully constructive feedback. 
31 Jan 18 – consultation period ends. 
28 Feb 18 – results of all feedback collated and published. 
March 18 – based on feedback, SGM called as required to allow further discussion and possibly a 
        vote on any change to current status. 
 
As a private members club any decisions we reach on changing our status or indeed deciding not to 
change our status must be our decision. Current rules require a two thirds majority of those voting 
to effect any change and to vote members must be in attendance at the relevant AGM/EGM/SGM. 
There are currently no plans to change this requirement and allow proxy voting, electronic voting or 
any change to the requirement for a two-thirds majority. 
 
Single Sex Status 
 
GGC has been effectively male only since inception but it was not a requirement set out in the 
Constitution and Rules. The Equality Act 2010 applies to private clubs and associations who have 25 
or more members and whose membership is controlled by rules involving a selection process. The 
Act expressly allows selection so that membership is restricted to men or women only. 
  
With  that in mind it was put to the membership in 2011 that it might be prudent to put the matter 
beyond doubt by a change to the Constitution and Rules. The relevant change was then agreed at a 
SGM. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
What are other clubs doing? 
 
To understand the approach taken by other clubs the sub-committee has had discussion with and 
feedback from  a number of clubs mostly (but not all) single sex.  
 
For those clubs on the Open Championship rota membership status was the subject of significant 
media coverage particularly for Muirfield. In the end, each of these clubs voted to change status to 
allow women membership to ensure they remained on the Open rota. Royal Troon was the most 
recent to do so. 
 
The Ladies club at Troon voted this year on the matter of allowing Male members but decided by a 
96% majority to remain single sex. 
 
Both Royal Belfast and Royal Blackheath have had established Ladies sections for some time. In the 
case of Royal Belfast, a local club went bust and they were able to inherit a ready made ladies 
section albeit with limited playing rights. They subsequently introduced a family membership 
category to deal with falling membership numbers. 
 
Until the introduction of the Equality Act it was the same at Royal Blackheath with limited playing 
rights and reduced subscriptions for ladies. 
 
Of the other clubs approached only Pollok has made a change and introduced lady members. This 
change has not been considered a success. Pollok has struggled to attract lady members and at the 
time of writing there is only one lady member at Pollok. 
 
Discussions with Western Gailes, Prestwick and Royal Burgess have confirmed that none of these 
clubs is planning any change to their single sex status nor have they  had any requests from their 
membership or any governing body to do so.  
 
What is the national picture? 
 
The sub-committee looked in addition into the numbers of female members across the country. The 
target market is very small and its difficult to gauge how many female members GGC would be likely 
to attract.  Very few clubs that have changed have been able to develop a meaningful female section 
of membership.  The ones who have been successful have introduced a family element to 
it.  Average female members of golf clubs in Scotland is around 45 with the leading one having 130.   
 
The table below provides a summary of clubs approached and their current status. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1 – Membership status pre and post Equality Act 
 
 

Club  Status 2011 Current 
Status 

Comments 

Royal St Georges Male Only Mixed Status changed following threat by 
R&A to remove from Open rota. 
5 lady members currently  

Muirfield Male Only Mixed Status changed following threat by 
R&A to remove from Open rota 
No lady members currently 

Royal Troon Male Only Mixed Club voted for change as a result 
of R&A position with other Open 
venues 
No lady members currently 

The Ladies Golf 
Club, Troon 
(Troon Portland) 

Female Only Female Only Ladies voted to remain single sex 
this year. 96% support for this. 
No male members allowed 

Royal Burgess Male Only Male Only No plans to change, not under 
discussion currently 

Royal Belfast Mixed (limited for women) Mixed Following Equality Act full 
membership offered to women. 
Family membership category 
introduced.  

Royal 
Blackheath 

Mixed (limited for women) Mixed Following Equality Act full 
membership offered to women. 

Pollok Male Only Mixed Currently only one Lady member 

Western Gailes Male Only Male Only No plans to change, not under 
discussion cuurently 

Prestwick Male Only Male Only No plans to change, not under 
discussion currently 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
What are the options for Glasgow Golf Club? 
 
As a private members club it is up to the membership to decide on the type of club we want to have 
going forward and this includes the membership profile of the club. There are basically 2 options 
however within option 2 there is a subset of options to consider. 
 
Option 1 – Retain Single Sex Status 
 
With this approach ladies will continue to be allowed to play Killermont and Gailes any time as 
guests of a member and FOC on a Sunday afternoon. Ladies can also make use of the facilities as 
they do currently for lunches. Ladies cannot become members of the club. 
 
With this option nothing changes and there is no requirement to invest in any infrastructure changes 
at either clubhouse to provide suitable facilities for a ladies section. No rule changes are required. 
 
It should be noted that the R&A has indicated verbally, but not in writing, that Gailes will not be 
considered for future events such as Open Qualifying if Glasgow remains a single sex club. 
 
 
 
Option 2 – Revoke Single Sex Status 
 
If the Membership wishes to open up membership to ladies this would require the Club to revoke its 
single sex status. By doing so the Club would be able to admit lady members on the same basis and 
terms as gentlemen members.  In considering this option the sub-committee has determined there 
are other possibilities. In summary the alternatives are: 
 

  A simple change as described and the creation of a Ladies section  

 Opening up the Junior membership to girls potentially creating a future Ladies section 

 The creation of a Family membership allowing spouses and daughters to join.  
 
In considering each of these options the sub-committee has determined there are a number of 
factors to be taken into account including: 
 
1. Facilities 
 
 If the Membership determines a change of status is the way forward then investment will be 
required at both clubhouses to provide facilities commensurate with those available to gentlemen 
members. Primarily this means investment in locker/changing/shower facilities at both clubhouses. 
 
 Detailed costings have not been undertaken at this stage however indications are that costs would 
likely be at least £250,000. It should be noted that the Architects plans recently published include 
improved ladies facilities at Killermont but currently not at Gailes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
2. Introduce a new category of membership as a benefit to full members allowing their direct 
family (male and female) use of Club facilities. 
 
At this stage the practicalities of how a Family Membership might work have not been worked 
through in any detail. Royal Belfast introduced this category as part of a ten year plan to deal with 
falling membership in both female and male membership categories with significant success. There 
are a number of factors to consider including commercial modelling, eligibility, playing rights and the 
facilities to be offered. 
 
It is hoped that during the consultation process Members will share their thoughts on this option to 
allow this to be better understood and developed if required. 
 
In the sub-committee’s view, developments at both clubhouses but particularly Killermont is key to 
offering a family membership so may be something that would take longer to introduce assuming 
the support of the Membership. 
 
 
Summary and next steps 
 
The purpose of this document is to provide some context, background and information and a 
starting point for a consultation with the Membership on the question of the Club’s status as a single 
sex club. 
 
Thanks are due to all the clubs who took time to share their set up and plans with us.  
 
This document does not provide any conclusion, recommendation or opinion on how the club 
should move forward but rather seeks to provide a summary of the options the sub-committee sees 
as available to the Club. The information on other clubs is intended to give some perspective on this 
subject, nothing more. 
 
We would encourage all members to consider this matter carefully and make use of the dedicated 
mailbox to provide their feedback. All feedback will be considered and collated during the 
consultation period which will end on 31/01/2018.  
 
Post consultation results will be shared with the Membership and these results will determine next 
steps. It is anticipated that an SGM will follow the consultation period and thereafter a vote may be 
required. 
 
All feedback should be directed to the dedicated mailbox: 
 
Openmembership@Glasgowgolfclub.com 
 
All feedback will be acknowledged and reviewed however it will not be practical to provide 
individual repsonses. 
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